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Valve Rebuild Kits 

Holland, Michigan USA… Spartan Parts, a subsidiary of Fogg Filler Company, is focused on 

custom part designs and fabrication for commercial filling equipment. We are specifically 

designed to look for ways to improve the efficiencies of an organization's liquid and food 

packaging needs. Spartan Parts was developed to support all non-Fogg Filler equipment, 

upgrades, and consumable parts in our existing and new customers filling facility. We back our 

company's equipment upgrades and products with the same expert engineering and services that 

our customers have grown to trust from the Fogg Filler brand. Spartan Parts can offer our 

customers a great advantage when it comes to valve rebuild kits. 

 

Spartan Parts offers Filling Valve Rebuild Kits to provide a more cost-effective solution to our 

customers filling equipment and wearable needs. Our engineering team is well versed in reverse 

engineering costly rebuild parts for their facilities' equipment. Spartan Parts team has experience 

in producing vent tubes, adaptors, and spacers, to name a few, to create a Valve Rebuild Kit to fit 

customer's existing equipment. 

 

Spartan Parts Filling Rebuild Kits Compatibility: US Bottlers, Biner Ellison Filler, Federal, 

Horix, MBF 

 

To start this process please send us one valve to rebuild to allow us the engineering time to 

complete a valve that will meet or exceed your current filling expectations. After the testing 

phase is complete, we will be able to produce these easily on an as-needed rotation. This will 

allow maintenance the time to change the valves out in an efficient manner to ensure you are 

always running at optimum performance. 

 

Spartan Parts could be the right choice for your organization! Our team will work with your 

organizations to have better lead times and more cost-effective pricing. Not only is Spartan Parts 

an ideal choice over other OEMs when it comes to cost-saving, but our exceptional customer 

services team is willing to help. Spartan Parts team wants to help your organization improve your 

equipment consumable parts, upgrade machinery for optimum performance, and support your 

non-Fogg Filler equipment. Please consult with Mike Raczynski at (616) 377-7175 or 

miker@spartanparts.com to discuss your individual needs. 
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